
Annapurna Base Camp Helicopter Tour

Free cancellation up to 1 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Helicopter

Travel Style: Luxury
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Activities:

English
Hindi
Spanish
French
Armenian
Armenian
Armenian
Armenian

Tour Vibe: Active
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
For Art Lovers
LGBTQ
Senior
Solo
Women
Wheelchair Accessible
Youth

Country:
Nepal

Routes:
Kathmandu
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Kathmandu
Pickup: Tribvhuban International Airport Kathmandu;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Drop-off: Tribvhuban International Airport Kathmandu;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Age Range: 10 - 83 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

Fail-Safe Design
Comfortable Seating Arrangements
5 seats excluding Pilot
Suitable for all types of helicopter missions
Can fly up to an altitude of 16,000 feet

Tour Introduction: 

Annapurna Base Camp Helicopter Tour Program starts early morning depending
upon the season. Our helicopter tour program starts as you are greeted by airline
staff at the Pokhara airport.

As you are placed in comfort, the Helicopter lifts high above beautiful Pokhara city
and its verdant valley. You will be amazed as you go high into the clear blue sky
facing the panorama of Annapurna-Manaslu- Lamjung Himal with Dhaulagiri
towards the far West including majestic peak Machhapuchare famously known as
‘Fish Tail’.

As Helicopter ride continues heading over high rolling green hills and farm villages
to high above Modi River gorge and then towards a wide scenic plateau within
Annapurna Sanctuary enclosed by an amphitheatre of Annapurna range of peaks
with pleasing views.

Then aircraft swirls around to land at a short Heli-Pad in Annapurna Base Camp
encircled by giant series of peaks. You can choose to refresh yourself with warm
tea/coffee or breakfast with mountain backdrops. After enjoying the mountain
views and amazing landscapes with breakfast, we then fly back to scenic Pokhara
with possible short stops around the charming villages of Chomrong, and
Ghandruk enriched with Gurung people.

Fly time and Landing Permits
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Flying hours and landing on the route depending upon the weather. Most of the
time, it comes down to the pilot’s decision as he knows what is best to do with
Himalayan weather. Stops and landing around villages require weather permits.
We will try our best to make your flight enjoyable with stops (if possible) to witness
the culture and traditional life of local villages with mountain views.

Models of Helicopters with Features

Model and Types of Helicopters that operate in Nepal are decided by the factors
like the size of the group and the availability of the Helicopters. Different types of
helicopters are in operation in the private sector and these companies and we will
try to match your needs on request.

Different models from Puma, Turbine Robinson R 66 Helicopter USA, H-125 or
AS-350B3e built by Air-Bus Company, and Airbus H125 with MSN 8477 are
available. Helicopters for commercial services with AS 350 B series of helicopters
manufactured by Euro-Copter, France is popular all over the world. It is regarded
as one of the most versatile helicopters and is suitable for mountain flying and all
types of helicopter missions. The following are its features:

Fail-Safe Design
Comfortable Seating Arrangements
5 seats excluding Pilot
Suitable for all types of helicopter missions
Can fly up to an altitude of 16,000 feet

Other helicopters include the powerful Russian-made MI-17. This is a big bird,
capable of transporting 22 passengers or four tons of cargo. MI-17s can reach
altitudes well in excess of 5,000 m and have been known to land at Everest Base
Camp. It offers excellent services and utility, and reliability under extreme
conditions as well, these helicopters are required usually in chartering for a bigger
group of people or large cargo transfer.

Itinerary:

WHAT’S INCLUDED 

WHAT’S EXCLUDED

International Airfare/Nepal Visa

Personal expenses and Tipping to the driver and tour crew
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Anything not mentioned in the \'Service included\' section\"

Accommodation
Flights
Pickup & Drop-Off
Guide
Meals
Insurance
Transport
Transport
Other Excluded:

International Airfare/Nepal Visa

Personal expenses and Tipping to the driver and tour crew

Anything not mentioned in the \'Service included\' section\"

Covid Safety 

dabble doze vaccination card

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 1 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 20 % of the tour amount

We do not have a refund policy for booking deposit amounts if unfortunately, something went
wrong 

Good To Know 
Annapurna Base Camp Helicopter Tour

FAQs 

Models of Helicopters with Features

Model and Types of Helicopter that operate in Nepal are decided by the factors
like the size of the group and the availability of the Helicopters. Different types of
helicopters are in operation in the private sector and these companies and we will
try to match your needs on request.

Different models from Puma, Turbine Robinson R 66 Helicopter USA, H-125 or
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AS-350B3e built by Air-Bus Company, and Airbus H125 with MSN 8477 are
available. Helicopters for commercial services with AS 350 B series of helicopters
manufactured by Euro-Copter, France is popular all over the world. It is regarded
as one of the most versatile helicopters and is suitable for mountain flying and all
types of helicopter missions. The following are its features:
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